
Michael M. Bell
3317 13th Place
Kenosha, WI 53144
MBellKC135@aol.com
(262) 620-3677

October 30, 2021

Governor Tony Evers
Wisconsin State Capitol
Madison, WI

Dear Governor Evers,

I am providing you a powerful point-by-point summary showing that the Wisconsin Department of 
Justice is complacent in investigating a Kenosha police o�  cer execution (gun placed directly to 21-year-
old Michael Bell’s temple) and the subsequent cover-up.

� is is the same type of complacency that the SEC demonstrated in the Bernie Mado�  Ponzi scheme 
and the US Gymnastics Association demonstrated with complaints reported against Dr. Larry Nassar.

As per guidance published by the Wisconsin Department of Justice, I am fi ling this complaint for agency 
misconduct with our Governor. It concerns Attorney General Josh Kaul and the Wisconsin Department 
of Justice.

� e complaint alleges:
1.  A crime lab DNA analyst provided fallacious DNA fi ndings to a prosecutor in JOHN DOE proceedings 

in a police shooting.

2.  After 10 documented attempts (which includes requests by legislators), AG Kaul refuses to meet or 
acknowledge Michael M. Bell regarding newly developed evidence in a police shooting. (See Oct. 
2021 FBI point-by-point summary attached)

3.  Due to AG neglect, two DOJ investigations remain open years later. (KPD o�  cer planted a bullet and 
drivers license at the homicide scene and two Kenosha City o�  cials gaining illegal access into police 
fi les and the destruction of digital public records)

� is complaint details the “totally unacceptable” behavior by Attorney General Josh Kaul and his 
agency. � e 706-page complaint is provided in the attached memory drive.

Respectfully,

Michael M. Bell
Lt. Colonel, USAF, retired
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Investigation was completed in just two days. Department found 
its shooting justi� ed. 

Of� cers testi� ed under oath that PO Gonzales was on the left 
of Michael and shot Michael in the left side of his head. This 
remained the KPD position until they discovered otherwise at the 
4/30/2007 video depositions that the ME concluded Michael was 
shot in the right side of his head. 

After the � rst set of depositions, the KPD developed a new 
shooting scenario to attempt to explain the contrary evidence. 

The KPD changed the story to state that Michael’s body and head 
were twisted in an awkward position so the right side of Michael’s 
head was presented to Gonzales, who still claimed to be on 
Michael’s left. 

The county’s forensic pathologist concluded that the of� cer’s 
reenacted account of the shooting was “FORENSICALLY 
IMPOSSIBLE” and could not have occurred as the of� cers claim. 

Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel wrote the following in 
a public statement December 2017: “. . .it is very likely that the 
of� cer was mistaken in his belief that Michael Bell was trying to 
take his gun.” And “. . .that the of� cers at best were mistaken of 
the facts. At worst they lied.” 

The KPD hired a prominent 3D animator to create an animation 
of this new scenario. The KPD concealed the existence of this 3D 
animator. His existence was discovered years later by the Bell 
investigative team.

To assist the 3D animator in his work, the KPD conducted a 
reenactment of their new shooting scenario. This reenactment 
was held in an empty warehouse. The KPD provided one video of 
reenactment to Bell’s civil attorneys. 

The animator could not successfully create an animation because 
the new version was anatomically impossible to depict the human 
movement of the new account. The KPD � red him and concealed 
his work. 

PO Strausbaugh testi� ed that Michael attempted to disarm him 
and there was a � erce life and death struggle over his service 
weapon. Yet none of Michael’s DNA was found on Strausbaugh’s 
handgun. 

Through open records request, KPD failed to release an autopsy 
photo showing two cuts on Michael’s right hand. Photo was 
discovered by a records request to the Kenosha County Medical 
Examiner.

Academic research con� rms that the likelihood of shedding DNA 
with open or healing � esh wounds is near 100%. 

KPD claims it does not possess the original native dash cam 
recording. 

Bell believes he has obtained an original native copy of a dash 
cam recording from his attorney.

KPD claims that it does not have the software necessary to play 
the native dash cam video. 

At the end of an AVI version that the KPD provided, an of� cer says 
“Gonzo, Gonzo shot him.” Another of� cer asks, “What happened?” 
The video ends. 

On 10/17/19, a video recorded scan of the garage face was 
conducted and the suspected bullet impact location was 
discovered at a location camou� aged by its height and a parked 
car’s proximity.

In a controlled test by one of the nation’s leading ballistics 
experts, the element lead was found in the cavity. No other lead 
was found at multiple test locations of � ashing material. 

After 17 years, the KPD refuses to release the slug for additional 
evaluation.

In September 2021, Mr. Bell’s attorney � led an action seeking 
a court order requiring the KPD to release the bullet slug to a 
ballistics expert.

Crime scene photos show � red bullet slug � nal rest in two 
separate locations.

Gonzales answered that he “did not know” or “did not remember” 
many times during his testimony. Years later, he published a book 
in which he describes the shooting in detail. 

To see the entire 96 item point-by-point summary...visit www.MichaelBell.info or FB Plea for a Change, the Michael Bell shooting.
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